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of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MarylandABSTRACT Recent studies of globular protein solutions have uniformly adopted a colloidal view of proteins as particles, a
perspective that neglects the polymeric primary structure of these biological macromolecules, their intrinsic flexibility, and their
ability to sample a large configurational space. While the colloidal perspective often serves as a useful idealization in many
cases, the macromolecular identity of proteins must reveal itself under thermodynamic conditions in which the native state is
no longer stable, such as denaturing solvents and high protein concentrations where macromolecules tend to have screened
excluded volume, charge, and hydrodynamic interactions. Under extreme pH conditions, charge repulsion interactions within
the protein chain can overcome the attractive hydrogen-bonding interactions, holding it in its native globular state. Conforma-
tional changes can therefore be expected to have great significance on the shear viscosity and other rheological properties
of protein solutions. These changes are not envisioned in conventional colloidal protein models and we have initiated an inves-
tigation of the scattering and rheological properties of model proteins. We initiate this effort by considering bovine serum albumin
because it is a globular protein whose solution properties have also been extensively investigated as a function of pH, temper-
ature, ionic strength, and concentration. As we anticipated, near-ultraviolet circular dichroism measurements and intrinsic vis-
cosity measurements clearly indicate that the bovine serum albumin tertiary structure changes as protein concentration and pH
are varied. Our findings point to limited validity of the colloidal protein model and to the need for further consideration and quan-
tification of the effects of conformational changes on protein solution viscosity, protein association, and the phase behavior.
Small-angle Neutron Scattering measurements have allowed us to assess how these conformational changes influence protein
size, shape, and interprotein interaction strength.INTRODUCTIONProteins are polyampholytes, a type of charged polymer
containing both acidic and basic functional groups, with
pH- and concentration-dependent conformations (1–4).
As with synthetic polymers, these macromolecules may
adopt collapsed or highly extended configurational states
and exhibit a wide range of conformations, even in their
biologically active and relatively compact globular form.
When denaturants are added to protein solutions, globular
proteins transform configurationally into open polymer
structures exhibiting a conformational structure remarkably
similar to synthetic polymers in good solvents and can be
modeled reasonably as self-avoiding walks (5,6). Recent
modeling of protein solutions has heavily emphasized a
coarse-grained model of globular proteins as being rigid
sphere-like or perhaps ellipsoidal colloidal particles as a
matter of mathematical expediency (7–9). Although this
type of idealization has clearly been useful for many pur-
poses, as in the case of flexible polymers in solution, the
colloidal model clearly has its limitations, and we mustSubmitted September 19, 2014, and accepted for publication November 5,
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untenable.
Of course, there are good reasons to expect that varying
pH over a large range, the addition of denaturant additives,
the adsorption of proteins onto surfaces, and strong shear
should denature proteins, i.e., convert them into another
globule state or to a nonglobular state, thereby making these
molecules prone to supramolecular aggregation. Because
synthetic polymers normally exhibit screening of their
excluded volume interactions with an increase in polymer
concentration, we may also expect some unraveling of pro-
teins and a loss of solution stability with increasing protein
concentration, even under tightly controlled pH conditions
(a phenomenon with large potential consequences for drug
delivery because of the large viscosity increase that nor-
mally accompanies such aggregation processes (10,11)).
To address these issues, we must modify the colloidal pro-
tein model to account for interactions deriving from changes
in conformational structure with thermodynamic conditions
or nonequilibrium driving conditions such as solution shear.
Perturbations to conformation can also have dramatic
effects on intermolecular interactions and stability in
the crowded environment of the cell and concentrated
(>100 mg/mL) therapeutic protein formulations (12–19).
The interrelationship among conformation, intermolecular
interactions, and solution viscosity at high concentrations ishttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2014.11.3483
Where the Colloidal Protein Model Fails 725thus a problem of significant interest to the biophysics and
biochemistry communities, as well as the biopharmaceutical
industry. Protein conformational structure and stability to
thermodynamic conditions are basic to the control and un-
derstanding of protein function (3,13,18–20).
Based on these general observations and considerations,
we have initiated an experimental program with an aim to
better characterize the conformational structure and stabil-
ity, starting with well-studied proteins.
Because proteins possess a pH-dependent net charge and
conformational structure, it is natural to begin our study
with a consideration of how pH changes protein solution
behavior (1,2,21–28). In particular, we focus our attention
on bovine serum albumin (BSA), an extensively studied
single domain globular protein with tunable pH-dependent
conformations and solution viscosity (1,24,25,29–31). BSA
is therefore a useful model system in this regard. The results
of Fig. 1 clearly demonstrate that BSA solutions in water
exhibit a complex pH dependence and concentration depen-
dence, as expected from our general discussion above. BSA
has been reported to undergo a series of concentration-depen-
dent reversible conformational transitions for c> 10 mg/mL
(1,30).
Prior studies of the pH dependence of dilute BSA solu-
tions attributed the minimum in the viscosity of the type
shown in Fig. 1 to the electroviscous effect (32), while the
maximum in the viscosity of solutions in aqueous buffers
above 100 mg/mL is normally attributed to a reversible
self-association of the proteins into a dynamic network at
such high protein concentrations (25,32). The composition
gradient multiangle light-scattering data on 40 mg/mL
BSA solutions shown in Fig. S1 of the Supporting Material
suggest that reversible self-association occurs over theFIGURE 1 Infinite shear viscosity (measured at _g ¼ 3  104 s1) for
BSA solutions across the concentration (c) range 40 mg/mL % c %
400 mg/mL and pH range 3.0 % pH % 7.4 in H2O (open symbols) and
D2O (solid symbols) for pH values 3.0, 5.0, and 7.4. Lines that connect
points merely aid visualization. Each data point is the average of five inde-
pendent measurements, and in many cases, uncertainty estimates are
smaller than the symbol size.entire pH range investigated and consists of monomer-
dimer-octamer equilibrium in solution. Therefore, the inter-
pretation of a viscosity maximum in terms of aggregation is
not really justifiable. We know that polymer phase behavior
and stability is normally affected by shape-dependent and
orientationally dependent interactions, and proteins are not
exceptional polymers in this regard (33,34).
For completeness, we report pH-dependent high-shear
viscosity of BSA in buffered D2O solutions because our
small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) measurements re-
quires buffered D2O solutions for scattering contrast pur-
poses. Interestingly, we see that the solution behavior of
BSA is significantly altered in D2O, where a clear minimum
in the viscosity is observed at the pI, even at 400 mg/mL.
Hence, the electroviscous effect, which predicts a minimum
in viscosity at the pI, applies differently in D2O versus H2O.
Whereas in H2O a viscosity minimum occurs only in dilute
solutions, in D2O it occurs in the dilute limit and applies to
concentrated solutions as well.
Other investigators (7,29,35–43,45) of BSA have tended
to model globular proteins as rigid monodisperse ellipsoidal
or spherical particles (7–9,24,30,35,37,40,43–56). Although
proteins have commonalities with colloid particles, and a
colloidal view of protein solution thermodynamics is
mathematically expedient (57–61), a purely colloidal
view of proteins ignores their macromolecular identity
(3,14,24,31,62,63), the focus of this work. In our treatment
of our SANSmeasurements, we do our best to avoid assump-
tions regarding protein molecular shape and size polydisper-
sity, although this type of analysis could be improved by
having an even more molecularly faithful description of pro-
tein conformational structure than our modeling tools allow.
Standard biophysical assays such as dynamic light scat-
tering (DLS) and size-exclusion chromatography are limited
in their capability in providing simultaneous information
regarding conformation and intermolecular interactions in
protein solutions (64–70). Thus, we also employ near-UV
circular dichroism (CD) and SANS together to understand
how molecular conformation and intermolecular interac-
tions influence solution rheology data, because pH and
BSA concentrations are varied. The collective analysis of
our data indicates that varying protein concentration and
pH leads to clear evidence for conformational changes in
the BSAmolecules, as quantified through the static structure
factor of the protein solution, and solution rheology (Fig. 2).MATERIALS AND METHODS
Lyophilized BSA powder (A7906, >99.7% protein, essentially fatty-acid
free; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) of molar massMw ¼ 67 KDa was dis-
solved at 20 mM ionic strength (I) in buffers in D2O (99.9% D; Sigma-
Aldrich) and H2O (HPLC grade; J. T. Baker, Avantor, Center Valley, PA),
respectively. The purity of all buffer salts and acids is 100%. These buffers
comprised sodium citrate/citric acid at pH 3.0, sodium acetate/acetic acid at
pH values 4.0 and 5.0, histidine hydrochloride at pH 6.0, and phosphate-
buffered saline at pH 7.4. Stock solutions were prepared at 500 mg/mLBiophysical Journal 108(3) 724–737
726 Sarangapani et al.BSA concentration by dissolving the appropriate mass of lyophilized
BSA in 100 mL of buffered D2O or H2O solutions that were prefiltered
with 0.02 mm Anotop 10 syringe filter (Lot No. D140746; Whatman, GE
Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ). Complete dissolution of the powder in
appropriate buffers occurred quiescently between 2C and 8C for up to
72 h. The solutions were subsequently filtered through 0.22 mm filters
of poly(ethersulfone) membranes (Lot No. 1085211; Thermo Scientific,
Billerica, MA) and were gravimetrically diluted to the final BSA concen-
tration, which was measured using absorbance at l (wavelength) ¼
280 nm (A280) on a model No. 8453 UV-visible spectrophotometer
(Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA). An absorbance coefficient of
ε280 ¼ 0.667 cm2/mg (24) was used for BSA. All solutions were stored
between 2C and 8C until use. Although other proteins (71) have shown
a greater propensity for aggregation in the presence of D2O, we found no
evidence of aggregation of BSA solutions over the course of several
months using DLS.
DLS was used to measure mutual diffusion coefficients, Dm, of BSA so-
lutions between c ¼ 2 mg/mL and 12 mg/mL on a DynaPro plate reader
(Wyatt Technology, Santa Barbara, CA) with a light scattering detector
sensitive to a wavelength l ¼ 833 nm and at fixed scattering angle (q)¼
130. A linear fit of Dm versus concentration, c, is Dm ¼ Do(1þkDc)
(72,73), where Do denotes the self-diffusion coefficient. Plots of Dm/Do
were used to characterize conformational changes in solution.
Near-UV CD measurements were performed in triplicate on each sam-
ple using a model No. J-815 spectropolarimeter (JASCO, Easton, MD)
equipped with a 150 W Xenon arc lamp. Measurements were acquired
with a bandwidth of 1 nm and a scan speed of 20 nm/min across a wave-
length (l) range 250 nm% l% 350 nm. Calibration was performed using
a standard (þ)-10-camphorsulfonic acid solution. A quantity of 1-mm
path-length cuvettes (cat. no. 20-Q-1; Starna, Atascadero, CA), were
used for dilute (c% 10 mg/mL) samples and 0.1 mm path-length cuvettes
(cat. no. 20-C/Q-0.1; Starna) for higher concentration (c ¼ 100 mg/mL)
measurements. The path length was accepted on vendor specifications,
and not verified. The high tension voltage remained <200 V for measure-
ments at high concentrations, indicating that the absorbance was small
enough to not adversely affect data quality. Cuvettes were carefully
cleaned after each measurement by repeated rinsing using a concentrated
cleaning solution provided by the vendor (Starna) and deionized water.
All data were normalized by concentration and number of residues to be
reported as molar ellipticity, q ¼ 100  ql/m  d, where ql is the observed
ellipticity at l, and d and m denote path length and molar concentration,
respectively.
SANS was performed on the NG-B beamline at the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) Center for Neutron Research with
neutron l ¼ 0.5 nm and l ¼ 1.6 nm (Dl / l ¼ 0.15), respectively, and
sample-detector distances of 1.1 m and 5 m. These configurations lead to
wave-vector, q, in the range 0.034 nm1 < q < 6.8 nm1, where q ¼
(4p/l) sin(Q /2) and Q denotes the scattering angle. Data reduction and
analysis were subsequently performed in the software IGOR PRO Ver.
6.2 (WaveMetrics, Portland, OR) using algorithms (74) developed at the
NIST Center for Neutron Research that correct for background electric
noise, empty cell scattering, and buffer scattering. The procedure described
in Kline (74) was followed without any modifications. Model fits to the
scattering data were performed using nonlinear regression in IGOR PRO,
which provided an average and uncertainty estimates of fit parameters. De-
tails of the statistical mechanical model are described in the Supporting
Material.
Rheology of aqueous solutions and solutions in deuterium oxide was
measured over a shear rate ( _g) range of 3  104 s1% _g% 1.2  105 s1
using a micro-slit m-VROC rheometer (Rheosense, San Ramon, CA) equip-
ped with a Type-D chip. The Type-D chip senses a maximum pressure drop,
DP, up to 800 KPa and has a minimum resolution of 1.2 KPa. This range of
shear rate, although narrow, allows us to compare our results to a prior study
of the pHdependence ofBSAsolution rheology at 107 s1 (27), becauseBSA
solutions respond in the infinite shear (second Newtonian) plateau at these
shear rates.Biophysical Journal 108(3) 724–737Colloidal model for protein-protein interactions
The scattering intensity, I(q), for a one-component monodisperse system
can be written formally as
IðqÞ ¼ 4VDr2PðqÞSðqÞ þ B; (1)
where 4 is the volume fraction, V is the volume of a protein monomer, Dr is
the difference in scattering length density between the protein and the sol-vent (z2.47 104 nm2), P(q) is the form factor, S(q) is the structure fac-
tor, and B is the background (75). The term P(q) will be discussed in
Results and Discussion and the Supporting Material in detail. We define
4 for BSA as in previous work (24), while considering that SANS is a
scattering static technique:
4 ¼ mBSAnBSA
Vw þ mBSAnBSA : (2)
Here, Vw and mBSA denote solvent (water) volume and BSA mass, respec-
tively, while nBSA denotes the partial specific volume of BSA (21). Weassume that nBSA is unaffected by isotopic substitution.
For fitting the scattering data, we introduce a randomphase approximation
(RPA) model of the protein based on a particle model with attractive and
repulsive contributions, while accounting for site-specific short-ranged
patchy interactions that are ubiquitous in protein solutions. This is clearly a
coarse-grained model of the protein in the spirit of former colloidal models
and our preference would be to avoid such models completely. Nonetheless,
we feel this type ofmodel is useful for characterizing the qualitative nature of
the interprotein interaction strength.Wedevelop this typeofmodel to account
for polymeric aspects (e.g., molecular size and shape, interprotein interaction
strength) that naturally derive from the protein conformational changes evi-
denced by our independent spectroscopic observations on protein solutions
under the same thermodynamic conditions of the protein as best we can.
Because the net charge of the proteins can be tuned by pH or additives,
we use the RPA (76–80). The RPA has been applied to the analysis of x-ray
scattering data on BSA by Barbosa et al. (1) and osmometry measurements
on BSA with added salt by Wu and Prausnitz (81). Wu and Prausnitz (81)
modeled osmotic contributions due to DLVO forces as a perturbation to the
reference (hard-sphere) system. Using the RPA, we may then express I(q) as
IðqÞ ¼ 4VDr2PðqÞS0ðqÞ½1þ gU0ðqÞS0ðqÞ1: (3)
Here, So(q), U
0(q), and g are the reference structure factor, perturbation po-
tential, and perturbation parameter, respectively, where g ¼ 1 over the
investigated range. The scattering intensity in the thermodynamic limit
q/0 can be related to the osmotic pressure of the system. Thus, osmotic
pressure measurements can be related to small-angle scattering data via
the following equation (82):
Iðq/0Þ ¼ ðRT=MwÞðvP=vcÞ1: (4)
Here, the symbols P, R, and T denote the osmotic pressure, ideal gas con-
stant, and temperature (T ¼ 298 K), respectively.
Our approach is well justified because we have previously shown (24)
that the second osmotic virial coefficient (B22) is negative at the pI, where
intermolecular attractions dominate. Moreover, B22 > 0 is for pH distinct
from the pI, which indicates net repulsive interactions, likely of Coulombic
origin. Thus, intermolecular interactions can be tuned continuously across
the pH range studied. However, to capture the short-range patchy interac-
tions in protein solutions (83), a suitable reference system is required.
We acknowledge that in the absence of any models directly derived for pro-
teins, we are forced to approximate proteins as colloids to model patchy in-
teractions using the Baxter sticky sphere (BSS) model. Indeed, colloidal
approaches to protein solution hydrodynamics and thermodynamics have
been applied to protein solutions as a mathematically expedient way to cap-
ture the physicochemical properties of proteins.
Where the Colloidal Protein Model Fails 727The highly coarse-grained approaches ofMehl et al. (40), Edsall (46), and
Tanford et al. (30) used intrinsic viscosity data to describe the apparent shapes
of proteins in solution. From these studies, a colloidal view of protein solu-
tions became deeply entrenched in the literature (33,34,83). This colloidal
approximation is inappropriate for modeling proteins due to the orientation
dependence of protein-protein thermodynamic and hydrodynamic interac-
tions.Wertheim’s theory of associating fluids (84–87) can potentially capture
dimerization and even multipolar interactions in associating fluids. Exten-
sions to Wertheim’s theory have been proposed in the literature, and they
are able to capture self-assembly of patchy particles into ordered clusters
(88,89). However, a theoretical framework that captures the complexities
of protein-protein interactions is absent (84–87).Additionally, the underlying
assumptions of these models, such as square-well interactions between
bonding sites, is clearly violated due to the induced dipolar interactions
that are pervasive in protein association phenomena.
The model just described has been widely used to predict phase behavior
of colloidal particle suspensions at their respective pI values or under high
salt conditions, where electrostatic interactions are screened (78,79,88–90).
We can expect specific (78,79,88–90) and short-ranged interactions in pro-
tein solutions to be captured in this highly coarse-grained polymer model,
which makes it an excellent choice for estimating So(q) in our study; quan-
titative models for typically short-ranged hydrophobic interactions remain
elusive, however (91–94).
The BSS model is a perturbation to the hard sphere interaction potential,
wherein a short-range square-well potential precedes the infinitely steep
hard-core repulsion, as described below (90,95,96):
UBSSðrÞ ¼
8<
:
Nðr%sÞ
u0ðs<r%sþ DÞ
0ðr>sþ DÞ
; (5)
whereD and u0 denote thewidth and depth of the potential well, respectively,
and s denotes the hard core radius.We define a stickiness parameter t, whichdescribes the strength of interaction between monomers in solution:
t ¼ 1
12εp
expðu0=kBTÞ: (6)
The perturbation parameter, εp ¼ D/(D þ s) and is fixed at εp ¼ 0.005. The
BSS model is solved analytically using the Percus-Yevick closure relationto obtain So(q) following Pedersen’s procedure (97). kB denotes Boltz-
mann’s constant.
The Fourier transform of the perturbation potential, U0(q), consists of a
sum of a weak long-range attraction and a long-range repulsion. The
weak long-range attraction is modeled using a Yukawa potential (98):
UAYðrÞ ¼ J
s
r

exp½  kAðr  sÞ: (7)
The potential well-depth, J, and its range, kA, are constrained during
fitting to model a weak long-range attraction, while repulsive interactionsare modeled using a screened Coulombic potential (1,49,80,91). The
attractive component of the long-range potential, J/kBT, is constrained as
104 % J/kBT % 5 during fitting to model a weak long-range attraction:
USCðrÞ ¼ Z
2e2
εð1þ 0:5ksÞ exp
kðr  sÞ
r

; (8)
where Z is the net charge on the protein, e is elementary charge (1.602 
1019 C), ε is the permittivity of the medium, and k is the inverse Debye
screening length, which sets the range of interaction between protein mono-
mers, as follows:
k2 ¼ 8pe
2NAI
103εkBT
: (9)Here, NA and I denote Avogadro’s constant and the ionic strength (in units
of molar,M) of the solution, respectively. Others have successfully demon-
strated that similar approaches are able to capture the dominant intermolec-
ular interactions in globular protein solutions (7,44,49).RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We examine the concentration dependence and pH depen-
dence of near-UV CD data, which is an indirect assay for
fingerprinting the tertiary structure of proteins (99–101).
The path-length dependence of the near-UV CD spectra is
eliminated by conversion to molar ellipticity and normaliza-
tion by concentration. Spectral response in the (260–320) nm
wavelength range arises from aromatic amino acids, which
have distinct wavelength profiles. For BSA, signals at
262 and 268 nm correspond to optically active transitions
of the aromatic residues, such as phenylalanine and trypto-
phan, and disulfide bonds present in their native state
(100,102). Fig. 2, A–D, clearly shows that the tertiary struc-
ture of BSA molecules changes with pH and concentration
in crowded solutions: had the conformation remained un-
changed, the spectra for dilute and concentrated solutions
would have overlapped.
Although the possibility of surface adsorption on the
quartz cuvettes is feasible, it would significantly increase
the high tension voltage (absorbance), which was not the
case for our measurements; adsorption can therefore be
ruled out. It is worth noting that the vertical shift in molar
ellipticity cannot be attributed to oligomerization of BSA.
Prior studies of the secondary tertiary structure of oligomers
demonstrated an absence of changes in the CD spectra
as long as the monomer retains its native conformation
(100,103). In general, near-UV CD is a low-resolution
technique for distinguishing between association states in
proteins (104,105). As we do not observe distortion of the
peaks or a shift in wavelength of the peak positions, we
conclude that aggregation does not influence the CD
spectra (100,103). Hence, changes in the molar ellipticity
are purely attributed to concentration-dependent conforma-
tional changes.
The tertiary structure evidently shows a pH- and concen-
tration dependence, most notably at pH values 3.0 (Fig. 2 A),
5.0 (Fig. 2 B), and 7.4 (Fig. 2 D). To establish a reasonable
baseline for our measurements, we include data for urea-de-
natured BSA at pH values 3.0 and 7.4. These conditions
result in complete unfolding of the BSA monomer, where
the near-UV CD spectra correspond to that of a random
coil. The decrease in molar ellipticity with increasing con-
centration at 262 and 268 nm and at pH 3.0 indicates that
molecular conformation is more compact at higher concen-
trations, as compared to the expanded conformation at
10 mg/mL (102,106); aromatic residues are buried at high
concentrations (30). Conversely, at pH values 5.0 and 7.4,
the increase in molar ellipticity at 268 nm arises from aro-
matic (hydrophobic) residues such as tryptophan andBiophysical Journal 108(3) 724–737
FIGURE 2 Near-UV CD measurements of BSA
as a function of c at pH ¼ (A) 3.0; (dash-dot line)
near-UV CD spectra for BSA at pH 3.0 spiked with
8 M urea (B) 5.0, (C) 6.0, and (D) 7.4; (dashed line)
near-UV CD spectra for BSA at pH 7.4 spiked with
8 M urea. Each dataset is the average of three inde-
pendent measurements.
728 Sarangapani et al.phenylalanine, which may promote hydrophobically driven
aggregation at high concentrations (83,93,107,108).
Because there are no substantial differences in the spectra
for 10 and 100mg/mL samples at pH6.0 (Fig. 2C), one infers
that conformation is only slightly perturbed as compared to
the spectra for pH values 3.0 and 5.0. The conformational
changes observed at pH 6.0 are significant, but not as pro-
nounced as pH values 3.0, 5.0, and 7.4. In summary, near-
UV CD spectra and their analysis indicates changes in
conformation with both pH and concentration, which were
most dramatic at pH values 3.0, 5.0, and 7.4. Conformational
changes are unsurprising, because proteins are macromole-
cules rather than rigid ellipsoids or spheres.
In addition to near-UV CD, we also infer conformational
changes from intrinsic viscosity measurements (24). We use
our intrinsic viscosity measurements to calculate an effec-
tive hydrodynamic (viscometric) radius (109),
½hMw ¼ 10pNA
3
R3H; (10)
whereMw and RH denote the BSA molar mass (67 kDa) andFIGURE 3 Intrinsic viscosity and effective hydrodynamic radius for
BSA solutions over a pH and concentration range of 3.0 % pH % 7.4
and 2 mg/mL % c % 12 mg/mL, respectively. In some cases, the uncer-
tainties are smaller than the symbol sizes. Lines are merely guides for
the eye.hydrodynamic radius, respectively. The reader should note
that we are in no way claiming that BSA is a hard sphere un-
der the solution conditions investigated. As shown in Fig. 3,
the intrinsic viscosity and effective hydrodynamic radius
of BSA are larger at pH values 3.0 and 5.0, compared to
pH values 4.0, 6.0, and 7.4. A prior study (25) suggested
that BSA undergoes no conformational changes in solutions
as concentrated as 40 mg/mL between 4.0 % pH % 7.0.
However, we find evidence of conformational changes both
at low concentrations via intrinsic viscosity measurementsBiophysical Journal 108(3) 724–737and at higher BSA concentrations from our near-UV CD
data.RH, clearly changes with pH, which is a strong indicator
of conformational changes. Complementary evidence of the
variations ofRHwith pH is also obtained fromDLSmeasure-
ments on dilute BSA solutions, as some of us previously
reported (Fig. 4). The RH is calculated using the Stokes-Ein-
stein relation RH ¼ kB/6phDo, where Do is the self-diffusion
coefficient. The appreciable change in Do, and RH with
pH, provides further evidence of conformational changes
with pH in dilute solutions. Thus, near-UV CD and intrinsic
viscositymeasurements reinforce the evidence for conforma-
tional changes.
We now turn to measurements of solution structure and
thermodynamics via SANS. It should be noted by the reader
FIGURE 4 (A) Mutual diffusion coefficient
(Dm) data on BSA solutions normalized by the
self-diffusion coefficient (Do) over a BSA concen-
tration range of 2–12 mg/mL, and pH ¼ 3.0
(squares), 4.0 (circles), 5.0 (triangles), 6.0 (in-
verted triangles), and 7.4 (diamonds). (B) Self
diffusion coefficient and effective hydrodynamic
radius, with RH calculated from the Stokes-Ein-
stein equation.
Where the Colloidal Protein Model Fails 729that both near-UV CD and SANS provide complementary
information; however, both techniques can only allow us
to determine whether conformational changes occur. The
concentration and pH-dependence of the normalized scat-
tered intensity, I(q)/f(1f) versus q, is plotted to examine
conformational changes with pH and concentration in the
high q limit. This normalization procedure accounts for
the nonlinear concentration dependence of I(q), because
simple 1/c normalization is strictly valid in the dilute limit
only. Had the chain conformation remained invariant with
concentration, I(q) versus q in the high q-range correspond-
ing to scattering from protein monomers 2 nm1 % q %
7 nm1 would have overlapped. Hence, the high q scattering
is entirely due to influence of molecular conformation. Our
SANS data for pH values 3.0–7.4 clearly reflect conforma-
tional changes. Data in Fig. 5, A–D, show that I(high q)/
f(1f) does not overlap over the investigated range of con-
centration and pH. The conformational changes that we
observe are not an artifact from inappropriate backgroundsubtraction, because no clear concentration-dependent inco-
herent background is apparent. Thus, the changes in the
SANS data in the high q limit are attributed to conforma-
tional changes.
At pH 3.0, Fig. 5 A, inset, clearly shows opalescence in
BSA solutions up to 200 mg/mL; see picture of vials filled
with BSA solution in the inset. Taken together, these data
show that prior approaches used in the analysis of small-
angle scattering data, which assumed that the form factor is
invariant in concentration, are inappropriate for protein solu-
tions where conformation changes with concentration and
pH. The reader should note, however, that conformational
changes due to specific ion effects cannot be ruled out.
We next turn to modeling of conformational changes
based on admittedly colloidal models of the proteins with
parameters accounting for conformational effects and with
a focus on how changes in conformational structure, identi-
fied spectroscopically, impact the strength of the interpro-
tein interactions.FIGURE 5 Normalized scattered intensity,
I(q)/f(1f), versus wave-vector q as a function
of c at pH ¼ (A) 3.0, (B) 5.0, (C) 6.0, and (D)
7.4. (Inset) Images of vials filled with BSA solu-
tions at pH 3.0; the number above each vial denotes
the BSA concentration in solution in mg/mL.
Biophysical Journal 108(3) 724–737
730 Sarangapani et al.We attempt to fit our data using simple geometric
shapes, such as spheres and ellipsoids to test whether
BSA can be described as an effective hard sphere in
crowded solutions, as some workers have proposed (110–
113). When we attempted to fit our data using an ellipsoid
form-factor input into Eq. 3, the calculations simply did not
converge. We also used the P(q) for a sphere (Eq. 11, in
conjunction with Eq. 3)
PðqÞ ¼ 1=V
"
3VðDrÞðsinðqrÞ  qr cosðqrÞÞ
ðqrÞ3
#2
þ B; (11)
where V denotes the volume of the sphere. Fig. 6 demon-
strates that these fits are poor for high-concentration BSA
data across a wide pH range, indicating that BSA in crowded
solutions cannot be described as spheres. Because the form
factor of an effective hard sphere entity is the same as
Eq. 11, we infer that neither a hard sphere nor a so-called
effective hard sphere is supported by our scattering data
on crowded BSA solutions. BSA neither has an intrinsic
viscosity of 2.5, as defined for hydrodynamic hard spheres,
nor does it mathematically satisfy the scattering form factor
definition of a hard sphere (75,114). Because the hard sphere
P(q) does not fit the data, we did not attempt to calculate the
intermolecular potential, U(r), or the structure factor, S(q),
using the hard-sphere approach.
Having established that simple geometric shapes fail to
describe our data, we now wish to use Eq. 3 with the P(q)
introduced in Eq. S10 to fit our SANS datasets using the
RPA (Eq. 3). We show the results of our fits across the pH
and concentration ranges and report the fit parameters in
Fig. S2 and Table S3 in the Supporting Material, respec-
tively. At high c for pH values 6.0 and 7.4 in Fig. S2, the
RPA model describes the correlation peak in the data at in-
termediate wave vectors. Although this intermediate-q cor-FIGURE 6 Scattered intensity, I(q) versus wavevector q at 400 and 500
mg/mL and pH ¼ (A) 3.0, c ¼ 500 mg/mL (squares); (B) 5.0, c ¼ 400
mg/mL (triangles); (C) 6.0, c ¼ 500 mg/mL (stars); and (D) 7.4, c ¼
500 mg/mL (pentagons). (Solid lines) Fits from the Supporting Material
using a form factor for a sphere (Eq. 11).
Biophysical Journal 108(3) 724–737relation peak is a ubiquitous feature in charged systems
like polyelectrolytes and proteins (7,38,52,115,116),
consensus regarding its physical meaning remains elusive.
Ise and co-workers (115,116) proposed that the intermedi-
ate-q correlation peak seen in globular proteins and
polyelectrolytes is related to attractive electrostatic interac-
tions, which lead to the formation of an ordered structure in
solution. Their argument would postulate the existence of an
intermediate-q peak at pH 3.0, because BSA is highly pro-
tonated under acidic conditions; the presence of counterions
among charged macroions generates an effective electro-
static attraction that can overcome Coulombic repulsion.
Because we find no evidence of a peak under these
thermodynamic conditions, attractive electrostatic interac-
tions may not be able to explain the SANS data at pH
3.0. At pH values 6.0 and 7.4, the position of the interme-
diate-q correlation peak shifts to higher q as concentration
increases, suggesting a reduced intermonomer spacing.
These trends are qualitatively similar to prior studies of
the concentration dependence of intermolecular interac-
tions in unbuffered BSA solutions, and sulfonated
poly(styrene) over a wide range of polymer and salt con-
centration (8,56). The position of the intermediate-q peak
showed strong concentration dependence in Zhang et al.
(8,56) and was attributed to clusters arising from multipole
intermolecular interactions. Liu et al. (7) and Stradner et al.
(53) revisited the meaning of the intermediate-q peak in
high-concentration lysozyme solutions. They attributed it
to intermediate range order, due to the position and lifetime
of arrangements associated with this peak. They found
that material relaxation rates were essentially unaffected
at low concentration and slowed only a few-fold at c ~
200 mg/mL. They could not find any direct correlation
between the presence of an intermediate-q peak and cluster
formation. The impact of these transient clusters, if they
exist, on solution rheology and the cluster lifetimes, re-
mains to be determined. Indeed, their impact on solution
rheology (Fig. 1) is unclear, because the solution viscosity
increases at pH values 3.0 and 5.0, while being smaller at
pH values 6.0 and 7.4.
Because the protein conformation changes with concen-
tration (Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5), the balance between attractions
and repulsions is altered depending on the extent to which
buried hydrophobic or charged residues are exposed
(3,14,20,94,107) at various concentrations and pH. There-
fore, it is necessary to examine intermolecular interactions
that govern the diverse pH- and concentration-dependent
thermodynamic properties of BSA solutions. We calculate
the effective intermolecular interaction potential, U(r),
versus pH using the fit parameters extracted from SANS
data: Z, J, kA, and t. In Table S3, we summarize how inter-
molecular interactions change with concentration and
pH. U(r), is the sum of contributions from the Baxter poten-
tial, UBSS(r), screened Coulombic potential, USC(r), and the
attractive Yukawa potential, UAY(r). The Baxter potential is
Where the Colloidal Protein Model Fails 731useful for modeling short-range hydrophobic attractions,
whereas the Yukawa attraction is necessary for capturing
long-range attractions that typify protein solution thermody-
namics. Dispersion forces are lumped into the attractive
Yukawa term (117,118),
UðrÞ ¼ UBSSðrÞ þ USCðrÞ þ UAYðrÞ: (12)
We plot U(r)/kBT for 3.0 % pH % 7.4 in Fig. 7, A–D.
We deliberately choose not to render r dimensionless using
the molecular diameter, s, because the effective molecular
diameter changes with concentration (see Table S3). Some
pH-independent trends emerge from these data; we find
that the interaction potential shows strong dependence
on c and the interaction range reduces with increased con-
centration. This interaction screening effect, familiar in
polymer solutions (91,108,119,120), is accompanied by
reduced steepness of repulsion. Thus, at high c, attractive
intermolecular attractions influence solution behavior.
The delicate balance between short-range attractions and
long-range repulsions at high c is one reason why therapeu-
tic protein formulations are often unstable to aggregation
(18,20). With the exception of pH 5.0 in Fig. 7 B, we
find that the c dependence of the interaction potential at
pH values 3.0, 6.0, and 7.4 is reminiscent of the theoretical
pair potentials for charged colloidal suspensions with
added salt.
The steepness and range of repulsion decreases with
increasing salt concentration due to a diminished double-
layer thickness (91,121,122). The effective net charge, jZj
(Fig. 8), that we extract from fits is consistent with a
report by Nossal et al. (29), who performed SANS onBSA solutions up to c ¼ 200 mg/mL at pH ¼ 5.9. Our
finding that jZj levels off with increasing c also agrees
well with the result of Nossal et al. (29) and the predictions
of Israelachvili (91), Leckband and Israelachvili (121), and
Verwey and Overbeek (122) of the c dependence of jZj
(Fig. 8), and provides us assurance regarding the soundness
and veracity of our results and data analysis. Only indirect
estimates of net protein charge can be made at high con-
centrations. Although assays such as capillary zone electro-
phoresis (123) and membrane-confined electrophoresis are
applied to measure protein net charge, they are limited to
dilute (c < 10 mg/mL) solutions. Currently, available as-
says cannot measure net charge directly at high protein
concentrations.
There are two obvious physical mechanisms that explain
the data in Figs. 7 and 8.
1. Proteins are macroions and contribute to the ionic
strength of the solution. They can even have self-buff-
ering capabilities (124,125), which may explain concen-
tration- and pH-dependent intermolecular interaction
potential and effective net charge.
2. Because conformation changes with concentration,
charged amino-acid residues are buried and condensed
with counterions if more compact conformations are
adopted. This compaction of protein structure leads to
a lower net charge and a reduced interaction range, as
seen for polyelectrolytes (126,127).
Short-range attractions dictate solution behavior at the pI
of BSA, while Coulombic repulsion dominates at pH
distinct from the pI. The results for pH 5.0 in Fig. 7 B there-
fore merit a separate discussion. In this case, we fixed theFIGURE 7 Dimensionless intermolecular inter-
action potential versus radial separation r as a
function of c at pH ¼ (A) 3.0, (B) 5.0, (C) 6.0,
and (D) 7.4.
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FIGURE 8 Effective net charge versus c for pH ¼ (A) 3.0, (B) 5.0, (C)
6.0, and (D) 7.4. Lines that connect points are intended to aid visualization.
We force jZj ¼ 0 for pH ¼ 5.0, the pI of BSA.
732 Sarangapani et al.net charge, jZj ¼ 0 for these fits, because the charge vanishes
at the pI. This is a reasonable position in light of our prior
study of BSA solution rheology (24) where net attractive in-
teractions dominate at the pI at dilute solution conditions.
The data across the entire concentration range reflect net
attractive intermolecular interactions. However, there is a
nonmonotonic dependence of the range of attraction on c.
Variations in the magnitude of the attractive part of the po-
tential due to conformational changes explain Fig. 7 B.
Orientation-dependent patchy interactions in proteins are
captured crudely, at best, in the BSS model. We emphasize
that these data invalidate the assumption that the interactionBiophysical Journal 108(3) 724–737potential of mean force of protein solutions is universally in-
dependent of concentration (128,129).
To further explore the diverse pH dependences and con-
centration dependences of interprotein interactions in BSA
solutions, we calculate S(q) (Fig. 9) using the procedure out-
lined in the Supporting Materials and Methods. For pH
values 3.0 and 5.0, a clear minimum in S(q) is observed
for c < 200 mg/mL at pH 3.0 and c < 10 mg/mL at pH
5.0 and over a q-range of 0.01 nm1 < q < 0.5 nm1.
Similar behavior observed in BSA solutions at pH 2.0 up
to 50 mg/mL (1) and unbuffered BSA solutions at pH 7.0
(9,130) was attributed to net attractive intermolecular
interactions.
The observed minimum in S(q) is attributed to the forma-
tion of a depletion zone where the local protein density is
small. As q tends to 0, spatial correlations of protein mono-
mers become stronger. The value of S(q/0) exceeds that of
the primary peak of S(q), which is related to protein clus-
tering (96,131,132), and is a common feature in the structure
factors of clustered colloidal dispersions (115,116). We find
that the minimum in S(q) is no longer apparent for c >
200 mg/mL at pH 3.0 and is accompanied by a loss of opal-
escence, which is related to crowding effects that lead to
compact conformations in solution (14,107,133) and is not
observed at other values of pH. Such changes alter the extent
to which hydrophobic and charged residues are exposed in
solution.
Indeed, the average size of proteins seems to contract at
high protein concentrations, as evidenced by the shift of
the peak position of S(q) to higher q. This is a rather familiar
phenomenon in synthetic polymers in good solvents, whereFIGURE 9 Static structure factor S(q) as a
function of c at pH ¼ (A) 3.0, (B) 5.0, (C) 6.0,
and (D) 7.4.
Where the Colloidal Protein Model Fails 733repulsive interparticle interactions at high polymer concen-
trations cause the polymers to contract. Most published
literature on interparticle interactions in protein solutions
as well as colloidal suspensions have attributed such shifts
of the primary S(q) peak to variations in the net charge or
overall protein shape (7,29,38,44,131,132,134). The pH-
and concentration-dependence of the primary S(q) peak
position also appears to have a strong dependence on c for
pH values 3.0 and 5.0 (see Fig. S2). At pH values 6.0 and
7.4, however, the weak concentration dependence of the
primary peak indicates that conformational changes are
not as pronounced. These data help explain the concentra-
tion dependence of viscosity we previously reported, where
pH values 3.0 and 5.0 showed a steeper concentration-
dependent viscosity (24) as compared to pH values 6.0
and 7.4.CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed an explanation for the complex pH
dependence and concentration dependence of conforma-
tion and intermolecular interactions in BSA solutions by
considering near-UV CD, intrinsic viscosity, and SANS
observations. It is particularly noteworthy that our mea-
surements cover a much wider pH and concentration range
than previous studies (1,8,9,23,32,35,46,56,130,135,136).
Perhaps unsurprising from a general macromolecular sci-
ence perspective, our near-UV CD and intrinsic viscosity
measurements indicate appreciable changes in BSA
conformation (tertiary structure) with protein concentra-
tion and pH. The neutron scattering measurements allow
us to assess the impact of these changes on the protein
intermolecular interactions. The idealized view in the liter-
ature that proteins such as BSA are rigid ellipsoidal
colloidal particles, whose size and shape are invariant
with changes in protein concentration and pH, is found
to be untenable. We must then strive to model the confor-
mational changes of proteins upon changes in thermody-
namic conditions.
While other workers have literally interpreted BSA
neutron scattering measurements in terms of the mathemat-
ically expedient colloidal model, we have been cognizant of
the limitations of this protein model and have thus adapted
these particle-based scattering models to account for molec-
ular size, shape, and interprotein interaction strength effects,
which naturally derive from the protein conformational
changes evidenced by our independent spectroscopic obser-
vations on protein solutions under the same thermodynamic
conditions. Although our modeling of the scattering data is
admittedly primitive at this stage, basic physical aspects of
the protein conformational changes are being quantified,
albeit in a highly coarse-grained fashion for reasons
of computational tractability in the scattering modeling.
We can expect to improve this modeling in the future based
on simulation approaches to interpreting our scattering datawhere the scattering functions are taking frommolecular dy-
namics simulations of the proteins in solution (137). We are
also evaluating simulations-based approaches to generate
protein conformations and then fitting them to experimental
data.
Using a phenomenological form factor with no a priori
assumptions of shape and monodispersity, we effectively
overcome a limitation of prior studies. The form factor,
when combined with our version of the RPA, is able to
capture the polydispersity of protein solutions and also
the pH-dependent competition between short- and long-
range intermolecular interactions. We show that intermo-
lecular interactions and solution structure have a strong
pH dependence and concentration dependence. The range
of interaction typically decreases with increasing concen-
tration, with the exception of pH ¼ 5.0, which is the iso-
electric point of BSA. Variations in the intermolecular
interaction potential with concentration and pH as well as
conformational changes significantly impact the solution
structure and rheology at high protein concentrations.
While quantitative measurements of the cluster size
distribution and elucidation of the detailed shape of BSA
at high concentrations are still necessary but limited by
available experimental methods, our data illustrate the
nontrivial influence of protein conformational changes at
high concentrations.
The thermodynamic and kinetic stability of protein
solutions is clearly not solely determined by repulsive
electrostatic interactions, but rather by an interplay
between short- and long-range attractions and repulsions
(13,62,91,121,122,138,139), and their capacity to adjust
their shape and thus the nature of the interprotein interac-
tions as thermodynamic conditions. These data reinforce
the fact that proteins are macromolecular entities rather
than rigid colloidal particles. The range and magnitude of
protein-protein interactions and solution structure changes
significantly with pH and concentration. We do not imply
that aggregation is unimportant for the properties of protein
solutions: we are just emphasizing that conformational
changes can by themselves strongly influence the viscosity
and stability/thermodynamics of protein solutions. The in-
ternal degrees of freedom of protein molecules cannot be
neglected.
Our findings are not only relevant to deepening the under-
standing of protein solution thermodynamics and rheology,
but assume interdisciplinary significance (1,3,120,127). The
effects of pH and concentration on conformation and
rheology are highly relevant to developing a more complete
picture of the relationship among chain conformation,
macromolecular interactions, and the rheology of charged
macromolecular solutions. Insights gained from our work
should contribute to our understanding of how polyelectro-
lyte chain conformation relate to anomalous viscosity
changes correspondingly observed in synthetic polymers so-
lutions (126,127,140–144).Biophysical Journal 108(3) 724–737
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Supporting Materials and Methods (i) Detailed Light Scattering Experi-
mental Methods and Results and (ii) Details of Data Analysis for
Small-Angle Neutron Scattering data, three figures, and three tables are
available at http://www.biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/S0006-
3495(14)04765-1.
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